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t—diniensional vectorial space and standard linear algebra operations on vectors.

For the classic proln‘thilistic model. the framework is composed of sets. standard

prohahilit}r operi'ttions, and the Bayes" theorem.

in the remainder of this chapter, we discuss the various lit models shown

in Figure 2.]. 'l‘hroughout‘. the discussion, we do not: explicitly instantiate the

components D. Q, J”. and Bitindji of each model. Such components should be
quite clear from the discussion and can he easily inferred.

2.5 Classic Information Retrieval

in this section we briefly present the three ('tlassic models in information retrieval
narnelyg the Boolean the vector, and the probabilistic inmlels.

2.5.1 Basic Concepts

The classic models in information retrieval consider that each document is de—

scril'ied hf a set. of rt-tprcst:ntat‘ive keywords called index terms. An tartar term

is simply a {document} word whose semantics helps in rcnremhcriug the docu—
ments main themes. 'l‘hus, index terms are used to index and summarize the
document contents. In general, index terms are mainly nouns hecausc nouns

have in tuning, by themselves and thus. their semantics is easier to ltlf‘fitill‘f and

to grasp. Adjectives. adverbs. and connectives are less useful as index terms

because the}! work mainly as complements However. it might he interesting
to consider all the distinct. words in a document collection as index turns. For

instance, this approach is adopted hy some Web search engines as discussed in

Chapter .13 (in which case, the document logical View is felt tort). “7e postpone
a. discussion on the problem of how to generate index terms until Chapter 7.
where the issue is covered in detail.

Given a set of index terms for a document. we notice that not all terms

are equally useful for describing the document contents. in fact: there are index

terms which are simply vaguer than others. Deciding on the importance of a

term for summarizing the contents of a. document is not. a trivial issue. Despite

this ditfimrlty, there are properties of an index term which are easily measured

and which are useful for evaluating the potential of a term as such. For instance,
consider a collection with a hundred thousand documents. A word whicl'i appears

in each of the one hundred thousand documents is completely useless as an index

term because it does not tell us anything about which documents the user might

he interested in. On the other hand, a word which appears in just. five documents

is quite useful because it narrows down considerably the space of documents

which might he of interest. to the user. Thus. it. should lit}. clear that distinct.

index terms have varying relevance when used to describe document contents.

This effect is captured through the assignment. of numerical insights to each index
term of a document.

f 
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CLAS SIC IN FORMATION ltE-TH Hit-At. ‘25

Let ls..- he an index term. it}- be a document. and row- :3 U be :1 Height

associated with the pair (to. at.) This weight quantifies the importance of the
index term for deseribing the (.loemnent semantic eontents.

Definition Lr ( t he the number of index: terms in the system (out la:a be e generir:

miter tr rm. K {tr}. . . . do} is the Set of (tilt. trader: terms. ."l weight U'H' 1"» U
is dfisflt'ltlit’il with. each {Coder term. A}- of o (teen-merit (ii, For an. index tit-rm

who'll does not appear in {in doe-rower Cert. nu”,- 2 ti. l-l"’-i(.li the (tortumr'nt d?-

 
H.- asmt'irrtert on Midi-'3' term ruin-r d?- T'ept'esented by d? 2.: ('UlLJfiifl-A'J. . . ..-n2, J.).
Further. tel f}; hr.- 11- firm-tom that returns the. -n.=e-igh.t ossrmioferl with. the index

term iv. in may Liliiiteitsionrn' elector .{"l.rn_. getrlji = ti:,.-U.,l.

As we. later discuss. the index term weights are usually assumed to he mutu—

>tll_'\" independent. This means that knowingr the weight mm- associated with the

pair {tenth} tells us within}; athout the Weight. ng- } J‘J assoeiuted with the pztir

tix‘t: ],(f‘.J._i. This is Clenrlv a Hitltl')lifi(.'fltit)fl heeause oeeurrences of index terms in
n i'ltwnnieut are not. uneorrelnted. Consider. for instance. that the terms (om—

p-nfer and nelieort’s‘ are used to index a. given document whieh eovers the al‘t‘il of
computer networks. Fl't‘t'lttt?11l..l}'. in this doeunmnt. the appearunee of one of these
two words nttrnets the appearance of the. other. Thus. these two words are (:i'n're»

lured and their weights rould relieet this correlation. W'hile mutual independence

seems to he a! strong simplification. it does simplify the task of eonmuting index

term'weights and allows for f21st. ranking computation. Furthermore, tithing od—

vantage of index term eorrelotions for improving the. final document ranking is

not. 7|. simple task. 11! foot. none of the many approaches proposed in the past.

has clearly demonstrated that index term correlations nr: ltt'l 'itntngeoim [for

ranking purposes) with general collections. Therefore, unless elein‘ly stated oth—
erwier-. we assume mutual iiulependenee among; index terms. In Chapter :3 we 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

dist-ties modern retrie n] teelniiques whieli are based on term eorrel;-1tir.ms and

tt-‘ltitilt have. been tested sm-eessfully with particular collections. 'li'hese sueeesses

seem to he slt‘iwlv shifting the current understanding towards a more fmroruhle
View of the usefulness of term correlations for information retrie rai cysteine.

The. above definitions in‘ovide support tor r_liseussing the three eletssie infor-

mation retrieval models. namely. the Boolean. the vector. and the prolmliilistie
models. as we now do.

2.5.2 Boolean Model

{The Boolean model is a simple l‘etrie rel model hosed on set theory and Boolean

Jhgtfiiret. Since the. eoneept of a set. is quite intuitive, the Boolean model pro—
trides it framework which is easy to grasp by; a. common user of an [R Hlt'fw‘fl‘lJ].

.(urtliermore. the queries are specified as Boolean expressions whieh have preeise

. ennnities. (liven its inherent simplicity and nest fornmlism. the Bandeau model

ueived great. attention in past years and was adopted by many of the. early

bmmereial hiltdiogretjjihie Systeme.

f 
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Figure 2.3 The three conjunctive comrmnents for the query [:1 —— it” [its nth-H.

l_..'nh?irt1_niately. the Boolean model suffers from major drawlmeks. First.

its retrieval strategy is hosed on a binary [incision criterion tie... a document is

ruedieted to be either relevant or non—relevant) without any notion of a grading

scale. which prevents good retrieval performance. Thus. the Boolean model is

in realityr Ilil1('ll more a. data {instead of information} retiim'ul model. Seeond.

while Boolean expressions have. precise. semantics. frequently it is not simple to
translate an intorniatnni need into a Boolean expression. In faet‘ most users find

it. difficult and awkward to express their query requests in terms of Boolean ex-

pressimis. The Boolean expressions aetually fornnilated by users often are quite
simple ("see Chapter It] for a more thorough discussion on this issue}. Despite
these. drawbacks. the Boolean model is still the dominant model with commercial

doeuinent database systems and provides a. good starting point. for those new to
the field.

The Boolean model considers that index terms are. present or absent in a

domnnent. its a result. the index terin weights are assumed to he all binary. i.e.,

arm 6 {0. 1}. A query o is composed of index terms linked by three connectives:
not, and. oraThus, a query is essentially a conventional Boolean exprt

eon he represented as a (.lisjurnrtion ofeonjunetive vet-tors tie. in (ii. uric-tree norw

our! form — DNF). For instance, the query [q = k” .e. [it"s wispjl run he written

in disjuneti'v'e normal form as [(17:be = [:l. 1. l) V {.l. 1._ [1"] u [1, [ran Where. each of
the eonlpor‘ients is a binary weighted vector associated with the. tuple {km rich, fair}.

These binary weighted vectors are. tailed the. eonjunetive components of 27],, f.
l’igure 2.3 illustrates the three (.-.onjnm':ti\-'e components for the query q.

 'sion which

  

Definition For the Boolean model. the indeir rte-rm weight variables are. all

binary 218., inw- C {0. 1}. A queer; q is a cement-tonal Boolean empress-ton. Let

rjrfimf be the disjunctive normal form. for the query q. F's-rifles} Bet r1215 be any of the

eo-njunetore eompom-znts of qjgnf. The. similarity of a. doe-unrest dj to the query q
is defined as

 
si'nilrqul = 1 if 5%: l {Lila-Effimrlettn gitch-‘J=gi(€m)i' [1 otherwise
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